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The RM cell contains a 1-bit congestion indication 
(CI) which is set to  zero, and an explicit rate (ER) 
field which is set to PCR initially by the SES. De- 
pending on the different ways to indicate congestion 
status, two types of switches are implemented. One 
is the Explicit Forward Congestion Indication (EFCI) 
switch, the other is the Explicit Rate (ER) switch. In 
the EFCI type, the switch in congestion status sets 
the EFCI bit to  one (EFCI=l) in the header of each 
passing data cells. The DES, if a cell with EFCI=l 
has been received, marks the CI bit (CI=l) to indi- 
cate congestion in each backward RM cells. In the ER 
type, the switch sets the EFCI bit of the RM cells to  
indicate whether there is congestion or not, and sets 
the ER field to indicate the bandwidth the VC should 
use. 

When the SES receives a backward RM cell, it mod- 
ifies its ACR using additive increase and multiplica- 
tive decrease. The new ACR is computed as follows, 
depending on CI: 

ACR = max(min(ACR+NRM.AIR, ER) ,  MCR),  if CI=O, 

ACR = max(min(ACR.(l--), ER) ,  MCR), i f  CI=l, 

where AIR is the additive increase rate and RDF is 
the rate decrease factor. 

In this paper, we focus on the EFCI switch and use 
a simple model as shown in Fig. 1. There are NVC 
homogeneous traffic sources sharing a bottleneck link 
where the bandwidth is BW. We assume that each 
SES always has cells to send. This assumption allows 
us to  investigate the performance of an EFCI switch 
in the most stressful situations. 

Congestion condition is determined by the switch 
according to its queue length. There are two values, 
high threshold Qh and low threshold Ql, which decide 
whether congestion occurs or not. When the queue 
length exceeds & ] a l  the EFCI bit of passing data cells 
is set to  one to  indicate congestion. Congestion is 
relieved when the queue length drops below Qr. 

NRM 
RDF 

Figure 1: Analytic model for the rate-based congestion 
control 

We define r,, as the propagation delay between the 
SES and the switch, and ‘rzd as the propagation de- 
lay between the switch and the DES. Also, the feed- 
back propagation delay from the switch to the SES 

is denoted by T x d s  and the round trip propagation 
delay is denoted by r .  Thus we get the relation 
r x d s  = T~~ + 2 r x d  and r = 2 ( ~ ~ ~  + r x d ) .  The prop- 
agation delay is a critical parameter of system perfor- 
mance. 

Note that the buffer at  the switch is of finite capac- 
ity denoted by Q B .  Due to this fact, the arrival cells 
shall be lost when the buffer is full. The act of cell loss 
causes the derivation of the dynamic behavior of the 
allowed cell rate, ACR(t),  and the buffer size, Q ( t ) ,  
to  have some differences with other previous studies. 

3 Basic description 
We describe the four elementary phases and four 

different cycles in this section. A cycle is composed 
of some elementary phases. Depending on the various 
compositions of the phases, four different cycles are 
constructed. 
3.1 Elementary phases 

The evolution of the ACR can be characterized into 
four elementary phases differentiated by (1) the in- 
crease or decrease of the ACR, and (2) the speed of 
the increase or decrease. The speed of adjustment is 
determined by the rate RM cells are received in the 
SES. Meanwhile, this rate is influenced by the status 
of the buffer Txds time units before. so actually the 
evolution of the ACR is partitioned into four phases 
depending on the ACR(1) and Q(t - T z d s ) .  

0 Phase 1: ACR(t) 1, Q(t - ?-zds) > 0 
During this period, each SES receives the backward 

RM cells with CI=O at constant rate BWINVCNRM. 
When a backward RM cell is received, the SES in- 
creases its ACR by NRMAIR, to a rate not greater 
than PCR. We use a continuous time approximation 
to  model this discrete increase for simplicity. This ap- 
proximation is accurate to characterize the dynamic 
behavior of rate-base control [7]. Thus the following 
differential equation for ACRl(t) is given by 

dACRl(t) B W .  AIR  - - 
at Nvc  ’ 

which gives 

ACRl( t )  = min(ACR1(0) + BW ‘ A I R t ,  PCR). ( 1 )  Nvc  

0 Phase 2 ACR(t) 5 ,  Q(t - T x d s )  < QB 
During this period, each SES receives the backward 

RM cells with CI=1 at constant rate BWINVCNRM.  
When a backward RM cell is received, the SES reduces 
its ACR by NRMACRIRDF, to a rate not lower than 
MCR. We thus have the following continuous approx- 
imation for ACRz(t). 

which gives 

- A t  
ACRz(t) = maz(ACRz(0)e N ~ ~ R D F  , MGR). (2) 
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Figure 3: Evolution of ACR and Q in worst cycle 
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e Cell-loss cycle : 
During this cycle, phase 4 occurs and phase 3 does 

not occur. From Fig. 2 and 3, the sequence of this 
cycle is phase 1-2-4-2. Also, the beginning time of 
each phase is obtained in the same way as before. 
e Under-utalazation cycle 

cycle. The sequence of this cycle is phase 1-3-1-2. 

4 Steady State Analysis 
If we do not carefully choose Q h  and Q r  , not only do 

the phase 3 and 4 occur, but also the duration of each 
becomes longer, i.e., more bandwidth is wasted. In 
this section, we investigate how to choose the Qh and 
Ql to prevent the system falling into the worst cycle. 
First we study the minimum queue length, Qnin , and 
maximum queue length, Qmax. 
4.1 Minimum and maximum queue 

In this subsection, the queue length at  the switches, 
Q ( 2 ,  is not limited, no matter what the value of exact 
bu er size and minus queue length is, i.e., the derived 
maximum queue might be larger than the buffer size, 
and the derived minimum queue size might be less 
than zero. 
eManamum queue length 

At time to, the aggregate cell arrival rate at  the 
switch is below bandwidth, BW,  and queue starts to  
decrease after the propagation delay between the SES 
and the switch, T~,. After the time At,,, the buffer 
content reaches the low threshold, QI, and the ACR 
at the SES stops decreasing at t & .  Although this 
period crosses phase 2 and phase 4, the same dynamic 
behavior exists for phase 2 and phase 4. Thus we have 

Phase 3 occurs and phase 4 does not occur in this 

length 

J o  

Hence the time interval AtQ, is got as the root of above 
equation. The minimum rate, ACR,i,, is given by 

Let ACRto(t) be the evolution of the ACR from time 
to, which is given by 

BW - A t  ACRto(t)  = -e N ~ ~ . R D F  . 
N v  c 

At the time that the ACR becomes minimum, the 
SES begins to increase its ACR and the system enters 
phase 1. After the time AtGm,,, the aggregate cell 
arrival at  the switch is over BW. Hence we get 

BW - N V C  ACRmtn 
Atim, ,  = BW . A I R  

Now the minimum queue length, Qmin, is given by 
f i t Q , + T  

Qmrn = min(Q,ax, Q ~ 1 - 1  (BW-Nvc.ACRto(t))dt  

Using ACRl(0) = ACR,i,, At,,, AtGm,,, and 
ACRlo(t) from the above equations, finally we have 

Qmrn = QI - T .  BW 

(5)  
(BW - N v c  . ACRmrn)2 - 

2 ' BW . A I R  ' 

e Mazamum queue length 
Similarly, we can obtain the derivation of maximum 

queue length. First we get the equation of the inter- 
val, AtQh, which is the time that the queue length 
increases from Qmin to Q h .  Since the increasing rate 
of ACR at each SES is BW .AIR/Nvc from equation 
1, we get 

The maximum rate, ACR,,,, is given by 

BW 
Nvc 

ACR,,, = -(I + A I R .  (T + A ~ Q ~ ) ) .  

At the time that the ACR becomes maximum, the 
SES begins to decrease its ACR and the system en- 
ters phase 2. After the time AtGma,, the aggregate 
cell arrival at the switch is below BW,  and the queue 
length begins to  decrease. So we have 

-Bw ACRmaxe N ~ C R D F  A t i m o r  = B W J N ~ ~ ,  

which is solved as 

Nvc . RDF BW 
LUGmar  = - BW log N V C  . ACRmax' 

Now the maximum queue length, Q,,,, is given 

AtQh + r  

Qmax = Qmzn + 1 (BW . A I R . t ) d t  

(Nvc . ACR2(t) - BW)dt .  
+ LAtZmaz 

Using ACR:!(O) = ACR,,,, AtQh,  
ACR2(t) from above equation, finally we have 

Qmax = Q h  + r .  J 2 ( Q h  - Qmtn) . BW . AIR 

by 

and 

T'. BW . A I R  
$ 2  
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does not change, that is, the speed is still BW .AIR. 
Hence the maximum total ACR ( N v c  .ACRmax 
not change. However, the decrease speed of tota 1‘ ACR does 
slows down. Therefore, AtQ, , the interval of ACR be- 
tween A C R m a x  and B W I N V c ,  is longer. The longer 
AtQ, causes P~o,, to rise. Also, when r becomes 
longer, ACR,,, and At,, grow. The growth leads 
Pi,,, to increase. 

Actually the value of Qh not only directly influences 
Qmaz, but also indirectly influences Qmdn. Hence we 
also observe the influence of Qh on the utilization in 
Fig. 6. In the case with no cell loss, utilization drops 
quickly when Qh increases. However, in the case with 
cell loss, p rises slightly when Qh increases. As we 
know, the increment of Qh directly causes Qmax to  
uprise. In the case with no cell loss, the increment of 
Qmax will cause Qmin and p to  drop. But in the case 
with cell loss, Qmin is influenced by Q B ,  not by Qmax .  
Hence the wasted bandwidth of under-utilization does 
not change. However, the increment of &h causes 
AtQh to  last longer. Hence the total cycle time is 
longer and thus, utilization increases. 

Note that the case of Nvc=20, r=0.2ms has no cell 
loss. This is because QT is less than Qi,  which is 500 
in this experiment. Similarly there is no cell loss in 
the case of Nvc=lO, r=0.02ms. 
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Figure 5: Influence of Qh on Pi,,, (&1=500) 
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Figure 6: Influence of Qh on p (&1=500) 

We observe the influence of the number of connec- 
tions and the round-trip propagation delay, on the 
best area in Fig. 7. When NVC becomes large, the 
best area shrinks, and the center point of the area 
slightly drops. Similarly, when r becomes large, the 
best area shrinks. In this case, however, t h e  center 
point of the area does not drop. The best area of 
NVC = 1 0 , ~  = 2ms is empty because of Q: < Q;.  

6 Conclusion 
In this paper, an analysis for rate-based congestion 

control is provided. The equations of cell loss proba- 
bility and utilization are derived. When the number 
of sources increases, the cell loss probability increases 
and utilization increases. However, when the propa- 
gation delay becomes large, the cell loss probability 
increases and utilization decreases. 

The concept of ”best area” help us to determine 
the high and low thresholds. By setting the high 
and low thresholds in the best area, the system can 
achieve good performance. When the number of con- 
nections becomes larger or the propagation delay be- 
comes longer, the best area shrinks. When the best 
area shrinks to empty, cell-loss or under-utilization is 
unavoidable. Nevertheless, rule 2 and 3 are provided 
to prevent unnecessary cell-loss or under-utilization. 
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